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8. (a) Explain the code-generation algorithm in

detail. 10

(b) Construct the dag for the following basic

block : 10

d: = b*c

e: = a+b

b: = b*c

a: = e-d
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Unit I

1. (a) What are the various phases of the

compiler ? 10

(b) Explain various loader and linker

schemes. 10

2. (a) What is lexical analyzer ? How is it

implemented ? 10

(b) What is operator precedent grammar ?

Define its rule. 10

Consider the grammar :

E  E+E|E–E|E*E|E/E|E^E|(E)-id

produce the operator precedence relations

for the above grammar and then parse

the input id * (id ^ id) – id / id from the

operator-precedence relations.

Unit II

3. Define various LR Parser. Constuct a LALR

paraser for grammar and parse the input

(a+b)*c : 20

E->E+T/T

T->T*F/F

F->(E)/id

4. Explain predictive parser. Construct the

predictive parser table for the following

grammar : 20

S->iCtSS’/a

S’->eS/

C->b

Unit III

5. Explain the various data structures used for

implementing the symbol table and compare

them. 20

6. (a) Explain simple stack allocation scheme.

10

(b) Explain error detection and error recovery.

10

Unit IV

7. (a) Explain global data flow analysis. 10

(b) Explain DAG representation of basic

blocks. 10
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